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INTRODUCTION

Among the most celebrated places connected to the Chinese intellectual community, Hong

Kong is often overlooked for several reasons. First of all, it is mostly known as a former

British colony, an entrepôt, and a financial center. Secondly, before its colonial establishment

in 1841, it was a village with no more than 8000 fishermen and was colloquially referred to

as the ‘savage southern land (Hou 2009, p.12)’. Beijing and the lower Yangtze River Delta

(for example, Jiangsu Province and Shanghai) have always been playing significant roles in

both classical and modern Chinese literature. However, since the first half of the twentieth

century, Hong Kong started to play a vital role thanks to immigrants. Among them, there

were people looking for a better life, but also traveling businessmen, scholars, musicians,

politicians and writers who brought their talents and connections to this newly established

British colony.

These intellectuals who immigrated to Hong Kong were addressed collectively as the

‘south-coming intellectuals1’ by contemporary Hong Kong scholars. The relative freedom of

speech and better chances for publication, make it a de facto center of exchanging opinions

and ideas. In this project, I intend to prepare a small part of the text for future distant reading

and explore the social network between these intellectuals. The dataset is compiled based

on the Diary of Ye Lingfeng (葉靈鳳日記), first published on the 1st of May 2020. The diary

consists of Ye’s writing about his daily life from 1943 to 1974. Ye Lingfeng was one of the

most typical south-coming intellectuals. Born in Nanjing, Ye gained a degree and worked in

Shanghai until the city was taken by the Japanese Army in 1937. He moved to Hong Kong

and continued his career as a writer and became the chief editor of Xingdao Daily(星島日

報). He was well known for having articles published regardless of the political stances of the

writers (Fang, 2011). The diary provides a glimpse of his real-life interaction with other

intellectuals and should be considered a reliable resource for compiling the data. The

following paragraphs demonstrate my attempt at data curation and analysis on this topic,

including compiling data, modeling with TEI, and social network analysis (SNA) with Gephi.

1 The term was coined by Pan Yadun(潘亞暾) in his work A Brief Overview on South-Coming Writers
in Hong Kong (香港南來作家簡論 ) in 1989 to address the Chinese writers who traveled and reside in
Hong Kong mainly in the first half of the twentieth century (Hou 2009, 17).



SNA:
The Spreadsheet:
HK LIT SNA - Fogli Google

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PJuY6R6ROMvrvZVH_vNL74Y7Kx6oR3-Scc6yvwwN2NQ/edit#gid=0
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